CUSTOMIZED LIGHTING ENHANCEMENTS
MobileMIX Entertainment can provide custom lighting
solutions to set the mood and make your occasion more
memorable. Color enhances emotions and responses. Your
guests are always aware, even subconsciously, of lighting. We
can help you create the perfect atmosphere in any room that
transforms the ordinary into extraordinary. Enhance classic
into classy when you accent your wedding color theme for a
unique, dramatic and elegant look. Let our professional
lighting services add beauty and grandeur to your event,
giving your guests another reason to compliment your
sophisticated wedding tastes.

Up-Lighting
Up-lighting can impact your event and can be the perfect decoration to
enhance your wedding theme! We can set the room to be a vibrant color
all evening or watch the room fade through different colors seamlessly.
Some options for up-lighting are:
Wall Washes: The Entire Wall Is Blanketed In Light
Wall Spots: Certain Areas Of The Wall Are Spotlighted (Shown To The Right)
Corner Washes: Brighten The Corners Up With Brilliant Light
Under Table Lighting: Great For Accenting Your Head Table
Center-Piece Light Wash

Monogram Projection
Enhance the look of the room with a stunning visual which will catch the
attention of everyone in attendance. We will work with you to create a
customized, one of kind monogram pattern that will help to symbolize
you both as a couple. Some options for monograms are:
Static, Non Moving Monogram: The image will remain positioned in the same
place throughout the evening.
Rotating Monogram: The image will rotate 360 degrees, at a slow or fast pace.
Scanning Monogram: The monogram can move about the room, to specific
points at different intervals and speeds.

Direct Pinspot Style Lighting
With this style of lighting design we can direct your guest’s attention to
important décor in the room or spotlight decorative items such as floral
arrangements or your wedding cake.
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